
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHEMICAL PILLOW

PILLOW IN CHEMICAL 

These pillows feature a spun-bond outer surface that is both fast wicking and

is filled with Super Absorbent Flake which is a new product technology and has many benefits.

Firstly, it is completely inert and not harmful unlike polyacrylate. It absorbs and holds liquids without any of the

leaking gel problems associated with polyacrylate.

Secondly, it also out performs more traditional Chemical pillow absorption rates by up to 50%! Finally, Super Absorbent 

Flake pillows can soak up and retain virtually all liquids and are class

There are 10 pillows each measuring 40 cm wide by 50 cm long supplied in a branded cardboard box.

Key Features 

 Will not become slippery even when fully saturated.

 Strong spun-bond polypropylene outer fabric

 Features a super absorbent flake core 

 Highly flexible pillow fits in tight spaces 

 Large surface area and absorbent contents soak up larger spills

 

CHEMICAL PILLOW - YELLOW 

                                       

bond outer surface that is both fast wicking and tough. The folded pocket of spun

is filled with Super Absorbent Flake which is a new product technology and has many benefits. 

Firstly, it is completely inert and not harmful unlike polyacrylate. It absorbs and holds liquids without any of the

leaking gel problems associated with polyacrylate. 

Secondly, it also out performs more traditional Chemical pillow absorption rates by up to 50%! Finally, Super Absorbent 

Flake pillows can soak up and retain virtually all liquids and are classed as a Chemical absorbent. 

There are 10 pillows each measuring 40 cm wide by 50 cm long supplied in a branded cardboard box.

Will not become slippery even when fully saturated. Contains no polyacrylate. 
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Large surface area and absorbent contents soak up larger spills 

 

 

tough. The folded pocket of spun-bond fabric 

Firstly, it is completely inert and not harmful unlike polyacrylate. It absorbs and holds liquids without any of the slippery or 

Secondly, it also out performs more traditional Chemical pillow absorption rates by up to 50%! Finally, Super Absorbent 

There are 10 pillows each measuring 40 cm wide by 50 cm long supplied in a branded cardboard box. 


